
The race to
the White House

BT  Explains

America will elect a new president this year, an event that is 
followed with great interest across the world. It’s a long process, 

and one that is filled with speculation about impending policy 
changes as the race gets closer and tighter. The Business Times 

takes a look at the unique US electoral system
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PRIMARY CAUCUS

The Republican Party,
also called the Grand
Old Party (or GOP)

The
Democratic
party

Third parties
& independents
There have
been such
candidates
in the past,
though not
this time

A primary is an 
election where
voters show their 
support to 
‘delegates’ who 
support certain 
candidates

How the United States picks its leader

PARTIES PRIMARIES

CONTENDERS

At this stage of the race, It’s
Hilary Clinton vs Bernie Sanders for 
the Democrats, while for the 
Republicans, Donald Trump, Ted Cruz 
and John Kasich are in the running

Months before
the main election,
both parties hold
primaries or
caucuses in
each state
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2CANDIDATES1
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In July both parties hold a national 
convention to choose their nominee 
for president. Delegates from all the 
states will vote at the national 
convention. As of now, election pundits 
say that the GOP could be in for a 
brokered convention. If no candidate 
wins a majority, all the delegates 
assigned to him will be freed and they 
will vote in the national convention. 
Superdelegates or those
who don’t have prior
allegiance to
candidates also
play a significant
role at this time

The presidential candidate from each party will pick his
or her running mate – a candidate for vice-president 

Voter Electors President

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION

There were 538 electors in total, and they 
form the electoral college. The number of 
electors from each state is based on 
population, but with a slight weighting for 
smaller states – whoever wins a majority
vote in the electoral college becomes the 
next president of the United States

THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE8

The newly elected president
and vice-president are
inaugurated in January
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A caucus is a more 
informal gathering, 
where voting of 
delegates is done 
openly and without 
secret ballot

Candidates must be
at least 35 years old,
       born in the US,
         and have been
         US residents
         for 14 years

DELEGATES

Each state has a certain number of delegates for each 
party’s nomination depending on its population. If a 
candidate wins in a particular state, delegates are then 
assigned to her/him based on state-specific party rules.
In effect, presidential hopefuls campaign to win delegates. 
A candidate needs more than half the total number of 
delegates to become the party’s choice. (Delegates are 
party members or supporters who are chosen to represent 
their state at the party’s national convention.)
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After both parties have picked their 
candidates, citizens vote on the 
Tuesday following the first Monday in 
November. A vote for a candidate is 
actually a vote for state-based electors, 
who will then select the president. In 
almost every case, all of the electors 
who represent each state have pledged 
to support the candidate who won the 
majority in that state

ELECTION DAY7

ELECTORS
538 The candidate

who gets more
than half wins
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